Presenting stimuli of two or more stimulus types randomly interleaved, so called roving, disrupts perceptual learning in many paradigms. Recently, it was shown that no disruption occurs when Gabor stimuli were presented interleaved in sequence, instead of randomly. Here, using bisection stimuli, we found the opposite pattern of results. Presenting bisection stimuli in a sequence disrupted perceptual learning, whereas we found improvement under roving conditions. A meta-analysis showed that parts of this deviation from previous studies is possibly caused by the initial performance level of participants. These results do not prove previous results wrong, they just show that multiple factors play a crucial role in perceptual learning which cannot always be easily controlled for.
Introduction
Perceptual learning is the ability to learn to perceive (for reviews, see Fahle & Poggio, 2002; Fine & Jacobs, 2002) . Training a visual task improves, for example, the discrimination of contrast (e.g. Adini, Sagi, & Tsodyks, 2002; Adini, Wilkonsky, Haspel, Tsodyks, & Sagi, 2004; Sowden, Rose, & Davies, 2002; Yu, Klein, & Levi, 2004) , motion (e.g. Koyama, Harner, & Watanabe, 2004; Kuai, Zhang, Klein, Levi, & Yu, 2005; Liu & Vaina, 1998) , textures (e.g. Karni & Sagi, 1993; Karni, Tanne, Rubenstein, Askenasy, & Sagi, 1994) , vernier offsets (e.g. Fahle & Edelman, 1993; Herzog & Fahle, 1997; Poggio, Fahle, & Edelman, 1992) , chevrons (e.g. Kramer & Fahle, 1996) , and bisection offsets (e.g. Crist, Kapadia, Westheimer, & Gilbert, 1997; Otto, Herzog, Fahle, & Zhaoping, 2006; .
In this study, we used line bisection stimuli. A line bisection stimulus consists of three lines of which the center line bisects the interval between the two outer lines (Fig. 1A-D) . The center line is offset either to the right (Fig. 1A) or to the left (Fig. 1B) . Participants indicate this offset direction. Training with these stimuli usually improves performance. In roving conditions, stimuli of two types are used, e.g. bisection stimuli with two outer line distances, i.e. per trial, one out of four bisection stimuli is presented ( Fig. 1A-D ; in ''normal" conditions, only the stimuli in Fig. 1A and B are presented). Roving often disrupts learning of visual stimuli, which are learnable under non-roving conditions (Adini et al., 2002; Adini et al., 2004; Kuai et al., 2005; Otto et al., 2006; Parkosadze, Otto, Malania, Kezeli, & Herzog, 2008; Seitz et al., 2005; Tartaglia et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2008) .
It is not clear why roving interfers with perceptual learning. It has been proposed that roving disrupts the building up of memory traces of stimuli (Yu et al., 2004) or that roving strongly diminishes the predictability of the stimuli (Adini et al., 2004 ) which may be a prerequisite for learning. These assumptions are both supported by recent studies showing that stimuli, which are not learnable under roving conditions (i.e. when randomly interleaved) can be learned when presented in an alternating sequence, i.e. when alternatively interleaved (a stimulus of type I is followed by a stimulus of type II, which is then followed by a stimulus of type I, and so on; Kuai et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2008) .
We found no learning when bisection stimuli were presented in a sequence. This contrasts previous studies using motion and Gabor stimuli (Kuai et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2008) . Even more unexpectedly, learning was possible under roving conditions using exactly the same bisection stimuli as in a previous study (Otto et al., 2006) . A meta-analysis showed that an often overlooked factor in perceptual learning plays an important role in learning, namely the initial performance level of participants.
General materials and methods

General setup
Stimuli were presented on an X-Y-display (Tektronic 608) controlled by a PC via fast 16 bit D/A converters (1 MHz pixel rate).
Lines were composed of dots drawn at a dot size of 250-350 lm at a dot rate of 1 MHz. The dot pitch was selected so that dots slightly overlapped, i.e. the dot size (or line width) was of the same magnitude as the dot pitch. rate as above) measured with a Minolta LS-100 luminance meter. The room was dimly illuminated (0.5 lux). Background luminance on the screen was below 1 cd/m 2 . Viewing distance was 2 m.
Participants
Thirty-five naïve participants from the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) joined the experiment. All participants were tested for visual acuity before the learning experiments using the Freiburg visual acuity test Bach, 1996 . A value of at least 1.0 had to be reached with one eye to participate in the following experiments. All participants signed informed consent and were paid 20 CHF per hour.
Stimuli
Line bisection stimuli consisted of three lines, each with a length of 1200 00 (arc sec) ( Fig. 1 A-H) . The distance between the outer lines was either 1200 00 (i.e. short bisection; Fig. 1A ,B,E and F) or 1800 00 (i.e. long bisection; Fig. 1C ,D,G and H) . Each trial started with four markers at the corners of the screen presented for 500 ms followed by a blank screen for 200 ms. After the blank screen, one of the bisection stimuli was presented for 150 ms. Between a response and the next trial, a blank screen was presented for 500 ms, i.e. the inter-trial interval was 500 ms. No fixation spot was presented because participants may use this as a reference when determining the offset direction. All stimuli were presented in the fovea and auditory feedback was given for errors.
Procedure
Each experiment was conducted on two consecutive days. On the first day, baseline performance was determined for both vertical and horizontal bisection stimuli, directly followed by 10 blocks of training with vertical stimuli. On the second day, participants performed a second training session, also consisting of 10 blocks with vertical stimuli, and then baseline performance was re-measured for both vertical and horizontal stimuli.
During baseline measurements, participants performed two blocks of 80 trials with each of the following stimuli types: short, vertical bisection; short, horizontal bisection; long, vertical bisection; long, horizontal bisection ( Fig. 1A-H) . In each trial, only one stimulus from one stimulus type was presented. Horizontal bisection stimuli were offset either up or down. Vertical bisection stimuli were offset either to the left or to the right. For all stimuli, participants indicated the direction of offset by pushing one of two buttons. To determine thresholds, the offset size was varied by an adaptive staircase method (PEST; Taylor & Creelman, 1967) with an initial offset of 150 00 (arc sec). For each block of data, a threshold for 75% correct responses was determined by maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters of the psychometric function. Thresholds of the two blocks of 80 trials were collapsed to yield baseline performance.
During training, participants trained with vertical bisection stimuli (Fig. 1A-D) . Short and long bisection stimuli were presented interleaved (Fig. 1I) . In each trial, one bisection stimulus of the short or long type was presented with the center line offset to the left or to the right (Fig. 1A-D) . Participants indicated the direction of offset by pressing one of two buttons. PEST was again used to determine a threshold in each block by varying the offset of the center line. Thus, in each block, there were two separate PEST procedures, one for the short and one for the long bisection stimuli. For each participant individually, the initial value of PEST was calculated as 1.5 Ã h with h being the mean of the two baseline measurements for the short or long bisection stimuli.
In Experiments 1-3, stimuli were presented in sequences. Hence, the distance between the two outer lines of the upcoming stimulus could always be predicted. In Experiment 1, every second In the experiments, one bisection stimulus was presented per trial. Vertical stimuli were presented with a left or a right offset while horizontal stimuli were presented with an upward or a downward offset. During training, one out of the four stimuli of A-D was presented. In the baseline measurements, A vs. B, C vs. D, E. vs. F, or G vs. H were presented, i.e. only one out of two. (I) The training regimes. In Experiment 1, short and long bisection stimuli were presented in a sequence where every second stimulus was a short bisection stimulus. Thus, first a short bisection stimulus was presented with either a right or a left offset, followed by a long bisection stimulus offset either to the left or to the right. In Experiment 2, the sequence consisted of three short preceding one long bisection stimulus. In Experiment 3, six short preceded two long bisection stimuli. In Experiment 4, short and long bisection stimuli were randomly interleaved, i.e. the distance between the outer lines in each trial was randomly chosen to be short or long. In all experiments, the direction of offset was chosen randomly. Thus, in each trial, either a long or a short bisection stimuli was presented with an offset either to the right or to the left. In Experiments 1-3, participants could predict the outer distance of the stimulus while in Experiment 4, the outer distance was chosen randomly and could not be predicted.
stimulus was a short bisection stimulus; in Experiment 2, three short preceded every long bisection stimulus; in Experiment 3, six short preceded the presentation of two long bisection stimuli. In Experiment 4, stimuli were presented randomly interleaved (i.e. roved). Thus, the distance between the outer lines could not be predicted. In total, 1200 short and 1200 long bisection stimuli were trained in Experiments 1 and 4, while 1200 short and 400 long bisection stimuli were trained in Experiments 2 and 3 (Fig. 1I). 2.5. Data analysis 2.5.1. Comparison of pre-and post-training baseline performance
To statistically determine improvements of performance, the ratios between the post-training and pre-training performance of stimuli were calculated for each participant. These ratios were compared to the null hypothesis of no learning (a ratio of 1.0). In addition, regression lines were fitted to each participants data and the slopes were compared to the null hypothesis of no change in performance (a slope of 0.0).
Comparison of performance for blocked vs. interleaved stimuli presentations
To determine if the presentation regime influenced performance, the ratios between the thresholds of the baseline measurements (where stimuli types were presented in blocks) and the thresholds in the training phase (where stimuli types were presented interleaved) were calculated. Ratios were calculated between pre-training baselines and the average of the initial two thresholds in the training phase, as well as between the post-training baselines and the last two thresholds in the training phase. These ratios were compared to the null hypothesis of no difference in performance (a ratio of 1.0).
Post-hoc analysis: correlations between initial thresholds and change in performance
For post-hoc analysis of initial thresholds, the correlations between initial thresholds and the ratios between post-and pretraining performance were calculated using Pearson's product-moment coefficient. To asses a value of significance for the correlation between variables x (i.e. initial thresholds) and y (i.e. post/pre-performance ratio), the y's were randomly shuffled across the x's to create a permuted sample. For each permuted sample, a new correlation coefficient was calculated and compared with the correlation coefficient of the original sample. The resulting permutation distribution consisted of 100,000 permuted samples.
Post-hoc analysis: estimation of initial thresholds required to induce learning for interleaved stimuli
To investigate differences when learning occured between the two training regimes (sequenced presentation of stimuli or roved presentation of stimuli), linear models were fitted to the data of initial thresholds and the post/pre-training ratios. The point on the x-axis (initial threshold) where the linear regression line intercepted an y-axis value of 1.0 (the post/pre-training ratio) was determined. The calculated initial threshold was used as a rough estimation of at what performance level participants were able to improve performance. To asses a value of significance of this estimation between the two training regimes, a permutation distribution was created by randomly shuffling the x-y pairs (correlation pairs) from both regimes into two groups. For each group, the difference in estimate was calculated. The resulting permutation distribution consisted of 100,000 permuted samples and the original difference in estimate was compared to this distribution.
Permutation testing
Two-tailed permutation tests were used instead of the traditional Student's t-test. The permutation tests make no assumptions about the underlying probability distribution (Good, 2002; Moore & McCabe, 2005) . Each permutation was created by randomly shuffling the data of the participants between two groups, calculate the statistic of interest, and compare the value of the permutated sample with the original sample. The resulting permutation distribution consisted of 100,000 permuted samples.
Results
Experiment 1: sequence S-L
Presenting stimuli randomly interleaved (i.e. roving) can disrupt learning (e.g. Adini et al., 2002; Adini et al., 2004; Kuai et al., 2005; Otto et al., 2006; Tartaglia et al., 2009 ). Recently, it was shown that presenting motion or Gabor stimuli in a sequence enabled learning of stimuli which were not learned under roving conditions (Kuai et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2008) . Here, we investigated if presenting stimuli interleaved in a sequence enables learning also for bisection stimuli which were not learned when presented randomly interleaved (Otto et al., 2006) .
Method
Eight naive participants trained 20 blocks with short (1200 00 ) and long (1800 00 ) bisection stimuli presented alternatingly in a sequence offset to the left or right. In each trial, one of these four bisection stimuli was presented (Fig. 1A-D) . Stimuli were presented in a S-L sequence: every long bisection stimulus was preceded by one short bisection stimulus. Therefore, participants could predict the stimulus type (i.e. the distance between the outer lines) in each trial, but not the offset direction. Each S-L sequence was repeated 60 times within a block. In total, 1200 short and 1200 long bisection stimuli were presented.
Results and discussion
The ratios between baseline performance before and after training are shown in Fig. 2A and learning curves are shown in Fig. 3A . Participants were unable to improve performance during these conditions (post/pre-baselines; Fig. 2A ; short, vertical bisection mean ratio = 0.91, p = .52; short, horizontal bisection mean ratio = 1.03, p = .84; long, vertical bisection mean ratio = 1.16, p = .28; long, horizontal bisection mean ratio = 1.15, p = .27). Thus, presenting stimuli in a sequence did not enable learning for bisection stimuli, in contrast to experiments with motion and Gabor stimuli (Kuai et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2008) . It seems that, while performance for vertical short bisection stimuli improved slightly, there was a slight decrement in performance for vertical long bisection stimuli.
There were no differences in performance between the pretraining baseline measurements (stimuli were presented blockwise) and the initial two blocks of the training (stimuli were presented interleaved; short bisection, mean ratio = 1.23, pvalue = .09; long bisection, mean ratio = 0.91, p-value = .36) nor between the post-training baseline measurements and the last two blocks of the interleaved training (short bisection, mean ratio = 1.21, p-value = .33; long bisection, mean ratio = 0.89, p-value = .22). Hence, the interleaved stimuli presentation influenced learning but not performance perse.
Experiment 2: sequence S-S-S-L
Presenting two stimulus types interleaved interfered with learning of both stimulus types. To investigate this issue further, two bisection stimuli were presented in a sequence, but the number of presentations for one of the stimulus types was reduced.
Method
Eight new naive participants trained 20 blocks with short and long bisection stimuli. As before, in each trial, one bisection stimulus (short or long) was presented with the center line offset to the left or to the right. Each sequence consisted of three short bisection stimuli preceding one long (S-S-S-L). Each such sequence was repeated 20 times within a block. Thus, in total, 1200 short and 400 long bisection stimuli were presented.
Results and discussion
The ratios between baseline performance before and after training are shown in Fig. 2B and the learning curve for short bisection stimuli is shown in Fig. 3B . Even though the number of presenta- Fig. 2 . Baseline measurements (means ± SEM). (A) Experiment 1: in each sequence, a short bisection stimulus was followed by a long one. 1200 short and 1200 long bisection stimuli were presented during training. There was no improvement of performance, neither for the trained nor the untrained stimuli. (B) Experiment 2: in each sequence, three short preceded one long bisection stimulus. 1200 short and 400 long bisection stimuli were presented during training. Participants did not improve performance in any condition. (C) Experiment 3: in each sequence, six short preceded two long bisection stimuli. 1200 short and 400 long bisection stimuli were presented during training. There was no improvement of performance for any of the stimuli. (D) Experiment 4: participants trained 1200 short and 1200 long bisection stimuli randomly interleaved. There was improved performance for the trained, vertical stimuli, but not for the untrained, horizontal stimuli. Fig. 3 . Learning curves (means ± SEM). (A) Experiment 1. Short and long bisection stimuli were interleaved in a sequence where every short was followed by a long bisection stimulus. Although the curves suggests some learning, this was not the case (short bisection stimuli, p = .17; long bisection stimuli, p = .74). (B) Experiments 2 and 3. Short bisection stimuli. In Experiment 2, three short preceded one long bisection stimulus. In Experiment 3, six short preceded two long bisection stimuli. There was no learning for short bisection stimuli (Experiment 2, p = .88; Experiment 3, p = .49). Long bisection stimuli were also trained in Experiments 2 and 3; their learning curves are not shown because 20 trials per block did not yield reliable threshold estimates. (C) Experiment 4. Short and long bisection stimuli were roved. The slopes indicate no improvement of performance (short bisection stimuli, p = .21; long bisection stimuli, p = .23). However, as indicated by the error bars, the variability between participants in the experiments was high (see Section 4).
tions of the disrupting stimuli (i.e. the long bisection stimuli) was reduced, there was no improvement of performance for the short bisection stimuli (post/pre-baselines; Fig. 2B ; short, vertical bisection mean ratio = 1.02, p = .78; short, horizontal bisection mean ratio = 1.15, p = .38; long, vertical bisection mean ratio = 1.20, p = .18; long, horizontal bisection mean ratio = 0.86, p = .20). Thus, again, interleaving stimulus types disrupted learning. Hence, biasing the number of presentations towards one of the stimulus types (i.e. short bisection) had no impact on the learning. There was a slight decrement in performance for vertical long bisection stimuli. It is not clear, however, if this decrement was caused by reducing the number of presentations for the long bisection stimuli.
There were no differences in performance between pre-training baseline measurements and the initial two blocks of training (short bisection, mean ratio = 1.06, p-value = .61) nor between the final two blocks of training and the post-training baseline measurements (short bisection, mean ratio = 0.99, p-value = .97).
Experiment 3: sequence S-S-S-S-S-S-L-L
Experiments 1 and 2 showed that presenting two stimuli types in predictable sequences did not enable learning. Presenting more than five stimuli from one stimulus type consecutively, i.e. grouped together, has been shown to enable learning under roving conditions ). Next, we tested this prediction.
Method
Eight new naive participants trained 20 blocks with short and long bisection stimuli. Each trial, one bisection stimulus (short or long) was presented with the center line offset to the left or to the right. Stimuli were presented in sequences where six short bisection stimuli preceded two long bisection stimuli (S-S-S-S-S-S-L-L). Each such sequence was repeated ten times within a block. In total, 1200 short and 400 long bisection stimuli were presented.
Results and discussion
The ratios between baseline performance before and after training are shown in Fig. 2C and the learning curve for short bisection stimuli is shown in Fig. 3B . There was no improvement of performance for any stimuli (post/pre-baselines; Fig. 2C ; short, vertical bisection mean ratio = 0.99, p = .96; short, horizontal bisection mean ratio = 1.00, p = .98; long, vertical bisection mean ratio = 0.95, p = .71; long, horizontal bisection mean ratio = 1.01, p = .99). Thus, presenting the stimuli grouped together did not enable learning. In summary, there was no effect of presenting interleaved stimulus types in sequences or grouped (Experiments 1-3 ). In addition, reducing the number of presentations of long bisection stimuli type did not influence the learning of short bisection stimuli (Experiments 2 and 3).
There were no differences in performance between pre-training baseline measurements and the two initial blocks of training (short bisection, mean ratio = 1.16, p-value = .33) nor between the final two blocks of training and the post-training baseline measurements (short bisection, mean ratio = 0.92, p-value = .36).
Experiment 4: roving
A post-hoc analysis showed a strong correlation between the initial thresholds and the amount of learning for stimuli presented interleaved in a sequence, i.e. Experiments 1-3 (see Section 3.5). Thus, participants might not learn if the thresholds are initially low when stimuli types are interleaved in sequence. A recent study showed that learning under roving conditions is not fully disrupted, but might be slowed down (Parkosadze et al., 2008) . In addition, the learning rate is faster for participants with initially lower performance in standard experiments, i.e. blocked presentation of stimuli (Fahle & Henke-Fahle, 1996) . Thus, if thresholds are initially higher, learning might be possible also under roving conditions. This issue was investigated here.
Method
Eleven new naive participants trained 20 blocks with short and long bisection stimuli. Short and long bisection stimuli were randomly interleaved. In total, 1200 short and 1200 long bisection stimuli were presented. Initially, eight participants performed the experiment to investigate learning under roving conditions. Three additional participants with low initial thresholds were included in the study to further investigate if the initial performance had any influence on the learning.
Results and discussion
The ratios between baseline performance before and after training for the eight participants are shown in Fig. 2D and the learning curves are shown in Fig. 3C . There was improvement for both trained stimuli (post/pre-baselines; Fig. 2D ; short, vertical bisection mean ratio = 0.88, p < .01; long, vertical bisection mean ratio = 0.82, p = .03). There was no improvement of performance for the untrained stimuli suggesting the improvement was not due to general learning effects (post/pre-baselines; Fig. 2D ; short, horizontal bisection mean ratio = 0.90, p = .54; long, horizontal bisection mean ratio = 1.15, p = .29). Thus, contrary to previous studies with bisection stimuli under roving conditions, learning was not disrupted (Otto et al., 2006) . Note that the learning curves, however, indicate no significant improvement of performance.
There were no differences in performance between pre-training baseline measurements and the first two blocks when training stimuli were presented randomly interleaved (short bisection, mean ratio = 1.18, p-value = .54; long bisection, mean ratio = 0.98, p-value = .81) nor between post-training baseline measurements and the final two blocks of the training (short bisection, mean ratio = 1.05, p-value = .64; long bisection, mean ratio = 0.84, pvalue = .07).
To investigate further if the initial performance influenced the learning, three additional participants with low initial thresholds (19.7 00 , 29.2 00 , and 34.8 00 ) joined the experiment. These participants did not improve performance, as indicated by the ratio between post-and pre-training thresholds (1.24, 1.64, and 1.49). Thus, it seems that, learning is possible under roving conditions, given the initial performance is low, i.e. thresholds are high. Interestingly, the error bars for the vertical stimuli types (Fig. 2D ) are smaller compared to the error bars for the other conditions ( Fig. 2A-D) .
Post-hoc analyses
To investigate the influence of initial thresholds on performance, a number of post-hoc analyses were conducted. Data from the present study were combined with data from previously published studies to yield a meta-analysis. All reported data are from studies using short bisection stimuli, i.e. with an outer distance of 1200 00 .
Initial thresholds and learning for sequentially interleaved stimuli (Experiments 1-3)
The initial performance level influences learning in non-roving conditions (Fahle & Henke-Fahle, 1996; Fahle, 1997) . Hence, a failure to induce learning might be related to initially high performance levels, i.e. low thresholds, and not to the experimental manipulation per se. To investigate this issue, the correlation between the initial thresholds and the ratios between post-and pre-training baselines for the short bisection stimuli in Experiments 1-3, were calculated. The data is shown in Fig. 4A . The correlation was significant (Pearson r = À.54, p < .01) suggesting that participants who initially performed the task well, improved less with training. Furthermore, dividing participants into learners (post/pre-training ratio less than 1.0; n = 11, mean initial threshold 65.7 00 ) and non-learners (post/pre-training ratio larger than 1.0; n = 13, mean initial threshold 43.3 00 ) showed a significant difference in initial thresholds (p = .02). These results indicate that interleaving stimuli in a sequence disrupts learning, particularly for participants with low initial thresholds, i.e. good performers.
Initial thresholds and learning for randomly interleaved vertical bisection stimuli (Experiment 4 and previous studies)
To further investigate the relationship between initial performance level and learning, the correlation between the initial thresholds and the post/pre-performance ratio was determined for six different experiments, including previously published data, where short bisection stimuli under roving conditions were presented Otto et al., 2006) . In total, data from 49 participants was used to calculate the correlation between initial thresholds and the ratio between post/pre-training thresholds (Fig. 4B ). There was a significant correlation suggesting initial thresholds had a significant influence on learning under roving conditions (Pearson r = À0.43, p-value < .01). Dividing the participants into learners (n = 34; mean initial thresholds 61.5 00 ) and non-learners (n = 15; mean initial thresholds 36.3) showed a significant difference in initial thresholds between the two groups (p < .01).
3.5.3. Initial thresholds and learning for randomly interleaved stimuli where overall learning was not disrupted Furthermore, there are other cases where roving bisection stimuli does not disrupt overall learning, for example, when bisection stimuli are roved with Verniers (e.g. Tartaglia et al., 2009) . Data from 26 participants with short bisection stimuli was analyzed (Fig. 4C) . There was no significant correlation between the initial thresholds and learning, although there was a trend (Pearson r = À0.25, p-value = .13). The initial thresholds of learners (n = 34; The correlation for data from Experiment 4 and five additional studies presenting vertical bisection stimuli roved. There is a significant correlation between initial thresholds and learning. Learning occured (roughly) for initial thresholds above 36.3 00 . Filled rectangles: data from Experiment 4 (eight participants), Filled triangles: data from Experiment 4 (three participants with low initial thresholds), Pluses (+): roving with short bisection presented for 500ms (Tartaglia et al., 2009, Experiment 4) , Crosses (Â): roving with short bisection and line length 2400 00 , Experiment 3), Empty circles: roving with long bisection (Otto et al., 2006 , Experiment 3), Empty triangle: roving with long bisection (Otto et al., 2006, Experiment 3) , Empty diamond: roving with bisection stimuli with outer distance 2400 00 (Otto et al., 2006, Experiment 3) . (C) Correlation calculated for data with short bisection stimuli roved with other stimuli than vertical bisection stimuli. There is a trend between initial thresholds and learning. Empty circles: roving with Verniers , Experiment 1), Filled squares: roving with short bisection of different orientation , Experiment 2), Filled triangles: roving with short bisection of different orientation (Tartaglia et al., 2009, Experiment 2) . (D) Correlation calculated for data using short bisection stimuli under normal, non-roving conditions (i.e. only short bisection stimuli were presented). There is no significant correlation between initial thresholds and learning. Filled rectangles: stimuli were trained for 1200 trials (unpublished data), Empty triangles: stimuli were trained 1120 times (Otto et al., 2006 , Experiment 2), Empty diamonds: stimuli were trained 1120 times (Otto et al., 2006 , Experiment 2). mean thresholds 64.47 00 ) and non-learners (n = 5; mean thresholds 52.53 00 ) did not differ significantly (p = .23; however, the sample size for non-learners is small).
Initial thresholds and learning for blocked presentation of stimuli
To investigate if learning also depends on initial thresholds under normal, non-roving conditions, data from 34 participants in experiments where short bisection stimuli were presented blockwise, i.e. not interleaved with any other stimuli, was analyzed (Fig. 4D) . There was no significant correlation between the initial thresholds and learning (Pearson r = À0.04, p-value = .81). In addition, there was no significant difference (p = .31) in initial thresholds between learners (n = 25; mean thresholds 42.4 00 ) and non-learners (n = 9; mean thresholds 51.5 00 ).
3.5.5. Interleaved stimuli depends on the initial thresholds to induce learning There may be a difference in how much learning is impeded by roving and by presenting stimuli in a sequence. To investigate this issue, we estimated at what point (i.e. for what initial thresholds) learning was possible. A post/pre-performance ratio of 1.0 indicates no change in performance due to training. Thus, the initial threshold required to induce learning, can be calculated as the point where the linear regression of the correlation data (see Fig. 4A and B) intercepts the y-axis (post/pre-performance ratio) of 1.0. For stimuli presented in a sequence (Experiments 1-3), an initial threshold above 44.3 00 was required for learning (Fig. 4A ). For the roving data, an initial threshold above 36.3 00 was required (Fig. 4B ). To investigate if there was any significant difference in these thresholds, a permutation distribution for the null hypothesis was calculated (see Section 2). There was no significant difference (p = .67). Hence, in this study, it seems that randomly and sequentially interleaved stimuli yield the same results.
General discussion
Randomly interleaving stimuli from various stimulus types, i.e. roving, can strongly disrupt perceptual learning of stimuli, which are otherwise ''learnable" when presented in non-roving conditions (e.g. Adini et al., 2002; Otto et al., 2006; Tartaglia et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2004) . Recent studies found that the effects of roving can be ''undone" when stimuli are presented not randomly, but in sequence (Kuai et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2008) . Here, we found, surprisingly, rather the opposite effects. Performance improved under roving but not when stimuli were presented in sequence. Various explanations come to mind to explain these seemingly contradictory results.
First, in our study participants performed a binary task with bisection stimuli. In studies where learning occured with stimuli presented interleaved in a sequence, motion or Gabor stimuli were used in a two-interval forced choice (2IFC) detection task (Kuai et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2008) . In each trial of a binary task, a target (e.g. the center line in a bisection stimulus) is compared to a reference (e.g. the outer lines). 2IFC tasks can be ''solved" by either comparing the two stimuli across intervals or by comparing each of the two stimuli with a reference (Ahissar, Lubin, Putter-Katz, & Banai, 2006; Ahissar, 2007) . Hence, both stimuli and tasks are quite different.
Second, we suggest that next to stimulus and task differences, the initial level of performance may play an important role (Experiments 1-4; Fahle & Henke-Fahle, 1996; Fahle, 1997) . Moreover, it might be that the more complex the presentation regime (interleaved stimuli presentation), the harder it is to induce learning, and the lower is the performance level required to do so. Hence, participants with a high performance level (i.e. low thresholds)
are not able to improve performance when the regime of stimulus presentation is further ''complicated" by interleaved presentation -within the 1000-1600 trials of training as used normally. Such a relationship was found for interleaved stimuli presentations (Fig. 4A-C) but only weakly, if at all, when stimuli were presented blockwise (Fig. 4D , Fahle & Henke-Fahle, 1996 found mixed results: in one experiment perceptual learning depended on the initial threshold, in another experiment it did not). Furthermore, there was no difference in the initial level of performance, where learning was disrupted, between randomly interleaved stimuli and stimuli interleaved in alternating sequences (Fig. 4A and B) . Thus, the amount of learning most strongly depended on the initial thresholds only when stimuli types were presented interleaved, either randomly or alternated in a sequence. Thus, interleaving stimuli might not prevent perceptual learning, it just makes it more difficult, in accordance with the study by Parkosadze et al. (2008) .
According to the reverse hierarchy model, tasks requiring high precision requires change in early visual areas while less specialized areas are responsible for learning tasks with less precision (Ahissar & Hochstein, 1997; Jeter, Dosher, Petrov, & Lu, 2009 ). Analogously, under roving conditions, learning might take place when initial performance is low, but becomes disrupted when performance is high. In the present study, task difficulty was controlled by an adaptive staircase method which assures that the difficulty in most trials is close to the participants performance threshold. Accordingly, participants performing the task well requires learning in earlier visual areas to improve performance. It has been suggested that disrupted learning under roving conditions is caused by low-level interference between stimuli types Zhaoping, Herzog, & Dayan, 2003) . Therefore, when the task requires more precision (i.e. when participants have low thresholds), roving might disrupt learning due to interference in earlier visual areas. In contrast, no interference occurs when the task requires less precision (i.e. when thresholds are high), making learning possible also under roving conditions. However, these considerations remains speculations for the moment.
Third, one recent model suggests that ''... for multi-stimulus learning to occur, the brain needs to conceptually ''tag" each stimulus, in order to switch attention to the appropriate perceptual template" . This tagging occurs, for example, when stimuli are presented in a sequence or cued. However, here, we showed that presenting stimuli in a sequence did not enable learning. Therefore, the need for stimuli to be tagged in order to induce learning, might additionally depend on factors such as task, stimuli, and initial thresholds.
Recently, very heterogeneous results were found within and across perceptual learning studies, concerning, for example, roving, sleep, and transfer. The results of this study contrasts with previous ones on roving (Kuai et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2004; Seitz et al., 2005) . In other studies, sleep played an important role (Karni et al., 1994; Mednick et al., 2002; Mednick, Nakayama, & Stickgold, 2003; Stickgold, LaTanya, & Hobson, 2000; Stickgold, Whidbee, Schirmer, Patel, & Hobson, 2000) whereas in others it did not Hussain, Sekuler, & Bennet, 2008; Parkosadze et al., 2008; Tartaglia et al., 2009) . Even the ''dogma" of the stimulus specificity of perceptual learning is under consideration. Whereas most previous studies found strong stimulus specificities, i.e. no transfer between conditions (Ball & Sekuler, 1987; Crist et al., 1997; Fahle, 1997; Poggio et al., 1992; Shiu & Pashler, 1992) , very recent studies found strong transfer when conditions were slightly more complex Jeter et al., 2009 .
This heterogeneity might be explained by that many factors play an important role in perceptual learning. Factors which are sometimes hard to control, particularly, given the small number of participants in most experiments. Another explanation is that perceptual learning is much less an unitary phenomenon than previously thought. Instead, each paradigm might be idiosyncratically sensitive to factors such as sleep, presentation regime, and the initial level of performance.
Summary. Performance per se was not influenced by interleaved stimuli presentations. Randomly and sequentially interleaved presentation of stimuli disrupted learning and strongly depended on the initial performance levels. In both cases, there were significant correlations between the amount of learning and the initial thresholds. No, or only a weak such dependence was found for stimuli presented blockwise (i.e. non-roving conditions). Note that most of the performed analyses were post-hoc in nature, thus, follow-up experiments must be conducted to verify the results.
